these scholars to allow me to put a few questions on the above problem. They proved more than willing to grant me the opportunity and I found their views so interesting that I cannot fail to present them to the readers of Huszadik Század. I have to disclose Le Dantec's ideas in the same form of discourse in which I heard them, as he has not written on these ideas to this date. I shall be in an easier position in describing Durkheim's views, as his book Les régles de la méthode sociologique has just been published in its third edition. In this work he gives very proper treatment to the problem here under discussion, so that I only need to refer to his interview in order to supplement what is already there in his book.
Le Dantec is unlikely to be over forty and one would hardly believe that his volumes already amount to a minor library. It is hard to imagine more enjoyable academic reading than his books, which are eminent examples of clear and elegant writing. His speech is no different -lively, clear and impulsive.
I must start by saying that the most impressive and intriguing parts of his writing were, to me, those in which he provides a critique of Weismannism. The denial of the inheritance of acquired characteristics had almost managed to confuse me and the whole theory of the origin of the species had become obscure in my eyes. I believe that his critique can be seen as the ultimate refutation of Weismann's aggressive scientific metaphysics.
I would not even call it metaphysics. It is nothing more than drawing flawed and arbitrary conclusions from flawed and arbitrary premises. A completely extinct doctrine. We can safely say that anyone who can believe in it is incapable of scientific thinking.
At the same time, even if we do call on the Lamarckian factor, the gradual development of the species remains a logical absurdity to me -unless we ceaselessly emphasize one fundamental condition. This is that the environment may be considered as a constant through tremendous periods of time.
As long as it is said that the transformation of the species is perpetual adaptation to the changing environment, it remains impossible to understand how the sequence of the species has emerged from the protists to man. For if we consider the environment as changing, it is obvious that the adaptation of one generation is hindered by the contrary adaptation of the next generation to the changing environment. Thus if the environment was perpetually changing, this would only produce monsters and the development of species and societies would be equally incomprehensible. I therefore believe that all biological and sociological research must be founded on the assumption that the environment may be considered as a constant through tremendous periods of time. This is a point, which I do not see to be sufficiently highlighted in biology.
"You are right. In my latest book I emphasize that the environment must be considered as unchanging through very long periods of time or that its changes are so slow as to be practically imperceptible."
Next I told him that I have a keen interest in his research into amphimixis because, as far as I can see -it offers a positive answer to one of the most fascinating problems of sociology: that of evolution versus revolution. To wit, sociologists have two camps. According to one camp, all we need to do is establish the right institutions in order to achieve completely novel effects on society. According to the other camp, any progress requires the slow, methodical remodeling, the educational and moral transformation of the populace.
"This is usually claimed by the priests." Le Dantec interrupted impatiently. No, not only the priests. It is also claimed by no lesser men than Spencer, Fustel de Coulanges and numerous representatives of the liberal doctrine. I am already willing to believe that in possession of the latest biological results on amphimixis the question can be given an exact answer. I can better illustrate this thought through a specific example. It is barely possible to find two races in Hungary, which are so far removed from each other culturally as the Jews and the Olah (a line of Gypsies). The Olah are the most backward and ill educated. The Jews are the most intellectual and most cunning. What would happen if one night we secretly replaced all Jewish babies with Olah babies from the remotest little villages of Transylvania? Would this swap have grand, noticeable consequences?
No. To all intents and purposes all things would remain the same. The Olah would grow up Jewish, the Jewish would grow up Olah under the influence of the circumstances, the institutions, the opportunities. Except, perhaps, these new Jews would be slightly more greedy or hungry or cruel or fertile, or they might be keener on a particular fashion or color than the previous ones.... but in general, all things would remain the same.
Is 3 This argument provides Le Dantec a means for accepting as secure and unshakeable the tenet whereby human life can be nothing other than the same physicochemical process as that which makes up cellular life. Now somebody might carry the argument further and say that society is a unity of people and since people are made up of cells, the regularities of society would have to be sought for in the laws of cellular biology. And indeed -somebody in our country not only pronounced this daring thought but actually applied it in its details. (Here I briefly outlined to him Méray's basic ideas.)
"Impossible," answered Le Dantec, "we don't even know the connections between the cell's nucleus and the protoplasm and we could make the most contradictory statements about them. Thus, a transference of this kind is absurd because it would mean that we try to explain something partially known (society) with the entirely unknown."
(It occurred to me only later that by stating this, Le Dantec was partly contradicting himself. After all, contemporary psychology, against which L. D. fights on a biological ground, is most frequently relying on the main argument that explaining psychology with physicochemical regularities is the same as trying to explore the directly given and relatively well known (the life of the soul) with the more remote and the unknown. L. D. himself has written in so many words and uttered in live speech the claim that we have reached the point where life can be expressed through pure physicochemical regularities. Thus there is no hiatus between these phenomena.)
All in all, Le Dantec can see the problem but he knows of no cure. All he can say is this,
It is doubtless that the solution can only come through the methods of the natural sciences. This method is based on mathematics and physics. I will not give 15 years and without knowledge of this nature one will not be able to comprehend a whole line of scientific texts. What has been done in sociology so far is worth hardly anything. Not even Comte's work, even though I consider him the world's greatest philosopher. Therefore the founder of sociology will be the man who, discarding all previous sociologists, breaks his path with his own feet and with the tools of the natural sciences.
I left the great biologist with this sad, negative result.
Durkheim is not a young man. For years he taught sociology at the University of Bordeaux and now he has replaced Buisson at the Sorbonne. He reminds one of German professors, both in his appearance and with the heavy, exercised distinctions he makes in his writings. He likes to operate with logical categories and Greek philosophers. But he is at the same time a completely modern person, as the reader will see even from this brief extract on his methodological principles (Durkheim 1904) .
Sociology, contrary to biology or psychology, focuses not on individuals but on social facts. "A social fact is any manner of action, determined or otherwise, which is capable of exercising external pressure on the individual. In other words, all that is general in the entire expanse of a given society but which at the same time possesses an existence in its own right, independently of the individual actions." (Durkheim 1904: 19) .
The first and most important rule in research is to look on social facts as things (Durkheim 1904: 20) . In other words, we have to consider social phenomena in themselves, distinguishing them from conscious subjects who formulate images of these. We have to study them from the outside as external things, as it is in this quality that they present themselves to us (Durkheim 1904: 36) . Up to this date sociology worked, almost exclusively, not with things but with concepts. But in fact all that exists and can alone be observed are our individual societies in their birth, development and death (Durkheim 1904: 26) . Sociology must undergo the same epoch-making reform as that which had turned psychology into its present fertile self: from introspective it must become experimental. It must pass from the subjective into the objective phase. Sociology even has an advantage over psychology, namely, that its facts are easier to grasp, while in psychology this is extremely difficult.
This chief rule leads to two others. One runs as follows: we must systematically eradicate all pre-conceived opinions (Durkheim 1904: 40) .
The other is: we must only subject to research a certain group of phenomena, which are pre-defined by a few external traits that they all share. This same research must include all the phenomena, which answer the definition. (Durkheim 1904: 45) For example, if somebody wishes to study crime, he must not indulge in any preliminary psychological observations but must find the objective criteria of the phenomenon and he will find that in all societies we encounter actions that provoke in that society a reaction, which we call punishment. The research must be founded upon these objective, clearly definable facts and not on the concepts or emotions by which these facts are represented in our minds. If we proceed in this fashion, the facts no longer depend on the scholar, on the particular inclinations of his mind but on the nature of the things themselves. The external sign on the basis of which he classified them into this or that category is one that can be presented to anybody and may be recognized by anybody; also the observations of one scholar may be checked by the other (Durkheim 1904: 46) . These rules by necessity lead to a fourth one. If the sociologist sets out on the examination of any class of social facts, he must strive to grasp them from an angle in which they appear isolated from their individual appearances (Durkheim 1904: 57) .
Suicide) are usually viewed as paragons of objective research. They are indeed very precise and careful works in terms of the handling of facts and data, as well as in terms of the way in which they grasp their problems. And yet, on the whole, I find them unpleasant reading, as their explanations of the psychology of masses appear forced and metaphysical in character. Besides, the manner in which he evaluates and conceives things exudes an air of the petit bourgeoisie, which, I believe, will repel many modern readers. For someone, for example, to explain the course which legal life takes entirely from collective emotions and not to say a word about class warfare -is to me simply terrible. Generally, Durkheim has an aversion to all rationalist explanations and operates always with complex processes of collective psychology.
" No matter how I resent some of Durkheim's achievements, I am in no doubt that the basic idea of his method is correct and all young warriors who set out to conquer the castle of sociology must only have one war cry on their lips:
We need facts! And again: facts! And once more: facts!
